One of the major reasons hypothesized for the tepid economic recovery thus far is the ongoing "deleveraging" process. From 2009:Q3 to 2011:Q3, aggregate household debt declined by about $1.5 trillion in real terms, with mortgage debt falling by about $1 trillion. Other than defaults, the factors driving the decline in aggregate debt are not precisely understood, in large part because the necessary data are not widely available. This paper draws on panel data consisting of individual credit records to better understand why mortgage debt has declined. I decompose changes in aggregate mortgage debt over two-year periods spanning the past decade into inflows (from individuals whose mortgage debt increases during a given two-year period) and outflows (from those who reduce or eliminate their mortgage debt over a period). The principal finding is that the drop in outstanding mortgage debt has more to do with shrinking inflows than with expanding outflows, including defaults. Even if outflows had not grown at all, mortgage debt would have declined over the past two years because inflows have been so weak. One factor dampening inflows is historically weak first-time homebuying, especially among those with less-than-excellent credit scores, suggesting tight credit supply has limited debt accumulation even among those who have little debt. On the outflows side, most of the expansion can be traced to financially distressed borrowers and mortgage defaults, with real estate investors playing a disproportionate role. Otherwise, there has not been much of an increase in outflows, implying that borrowers generally are not paying down their balances more aggressively than in the past.
Introduction
One of the major reasons hypothesized for the tepid economic recovery thus far is the ongoing household "deleveraging" process, as households divert resources toward aggressively repaying debt built up in earlier periods (e.g. Eggertson and Krugman 2011, Mian et al. 2011 ).
To track the pace of deleveraging, researchers must often rely on more widely available aggregate measures such as the ratio of household debt to disposable personal income (e.g. Glick and Lansing 2009). Exhibit 1 shows that this ratio has declined considerably since 2007, suggesting significant deleveraging by households. Other aggregate leverage measures such as the debt-to-asset ratio (not shown) demonstrate less progress, largely because house prices are well below their peak. Still, a lower debt-to-income ratio suggests that households can better manage debt service, putting the economy and financial system on a more sound footing.
Exhibit 2 shows the level of total household debt and mortgage debt in current dollars as of the end of the third quarter each year since 1999. Mortgage debt makes up the vast majority of household debt and was the primary determinant of rising household debt from the late 1990s to 2007 (Dynan and Kohn 2007) . Since 2009, aggregate household debt has fallen by about $1.5 trillion, with mortgage debt accounting for about $1 trillion of that decline.
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Although suggestive, these aggregate measures can give a false impression about the extent of household deleveraging. For example, the aggregate decline could largely reflect a lack of debt accumulation, because of tight credit conditions, by households who have little debt and would typically be building debt (younger, potential first-time homebuyers, for example), while already-indebted households only slowly amortize their debt.
Of course, defaults and charge-offs have been abnormally large, contributing to the decline in outstanding debt, as pointed out by Dynan (2012) and The Economist (2012) . But defaults are just one part of the story; defaults are a subset of total outflows, and the change in outstanding debt reflects the combination of various inflows and outflows. Without measuring these other flows, it is difficult to precisely understand why aggregate debt has declined. For example, it cannot be determined from the aggregate data alone whether there has been considerable debt reduction by the vast majority of borrowers who have not defaulted.
In this paper I draw on panel data consisting of individual credit records to help better understand why outstanding mortgage debt has been declining. These data have three key advantages for studying the mortgage market. First, they are representative of individuals with a credit record (nearly the entire U.S. adult population) and cover virtually all mortgages so that the sum of mortgage debt across sample borrowers inflates up to the national aggregate. Second, despite being detailed micro data, they are still timely and high frequency. Third, because they are a panel at the individual level, I can track the total mortgage debt of a given borrower over time and thus observe whether a borrower increases or reduces his mortgage debt -something that is not possible with more widely used mortgage micro data.
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I use these data to decompose two-year changes in the aggregate stock of mortgage debt into "inflows" and "outflows." Inflows come from borrowers who increase their mortgage debt during a given two-year window, outflows come from borrowers who decrease their mortgage debt during that window, and the sum of inflows and outflows equals the change in outstanding debt. The overarching finding of the paper is that the recent drop in mortgage debt has considerably more to do with shrinking inflows than with expanding outflows, including mortgage defaults. In fact, even if outflows between 2009:Q3 and 2011:Q3 were at the same level as just prior to the recession, outstanding mortgage debt still would have declined during the 2009-2011 period because inflows were so weak.
A sharp reduction in first-time homebuying, despite policy efforts to bring down mortgage rates and to subsidize first-time homebuying through tax credits, has contributed to declining inflows. Tight credit conditions may have weakened the impact of these policy efforts.
Mortgage inflows from potential first-time homebuyers with less-than-excellent credit scores have dropped dramatically compared to a period well before the peak of the market, and even in parts of the country where employment conditions are well-above average.
Another major source of declines in mortgage inflows appears to be from potential real estate investors and second-home buyers. Inflows from such borrowers were over $600 billion The more modest expansion in outflows appears closely related to increased financial distress and mortgage defaults, as one would expect, with real estate investors playing a disproportionate role. That said, a majority of mortgage borrowers exhibiting financial distress (identified by the fact that they have a recent severe delinquency on any type of credit account) seem to still be managing their mortgage payments as of 2011:Q3.
Finally, despite some evidence from industry sources on accelerated mortgage debt repayment, I do not find that aggregate outflows have expanded substantively since the period just before the recession beyond what can be traced to distressed borrowers and mortgage defaults. While few borrowers, compared to prior years, have been increasing their mortgage debt, they also do not appear to be aggressively paying down their mortgages. It is therefore possible that many borrowers might actually be credit constrained (they would like to increase their debt, but cannot find a willing lender and therefore must simply make minimum payments).
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Overall, the analysis suggests that a complex story underlies the decline in aggregate debt-to-income and one should be cautious when trying to draw conclusions about household borrowing and debt-repayment behavior based solely on such aggregate figures. At the same time, the credit bureau data, unfortunately, lack information on borrowers' income and assets and cannot provide a full understanding of where households are in the deleveraging process. The release of 2010 data from the Federal Reserve's Survey of Consumer Finances should help fill in some of these gaps.
Alternatively, borrowers could be focused on improving their balance sheets by increasing their assets rather than making accelerated principal payments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section I describe the credit record panel data in more detail. Section 3 lays out the framework for the analysis, defining four types of mortgage flows -two types of inflows and two types of outflows. The results section first discusses the overarching result of the paper regarding total inflows and outflows, and then analyzes each of the four flows in greater detail. The last section concludes.
Consumer Credit Record Data
I use data from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York's Consumer Credit Panel (CCP), which is a nationally representative, ongoing longitudinal dataset with detailed information at a quarterly frequency beginning in 1999 on consumer debt and loan performance. The data are a 5 percent sample of all individual credit records maintained by Equifax using a methodology to ensure that the same individuals can be tracked over time, and each quarter a random sample of people who enter into their credit record database (younger people typically) are added to the sample so that it is representative of the universe of credit records each quarter. 4 One of the major advantages of these data for studying the mortgage market is that they cover the vast majority of mortgages -regardless of lien status, and regardless of whether the loan is held in a bank's portfolio, sold to a government-sponsored enterprise (e.g. Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac) or sold into a private-label security -in a consistent way over a fairly long period of time. Thus, they can be used to reliably estimate total aggregate outstanding mortgage debt at many points in time over the past decade as in exhibit 2 (note that jointly held mortgages are given a weight of one-half when aggregating up loan balances).
Another advantage of these data are their timeliness despite having such granular details; the data for this paper run through 2011:Q3. One of the only other sources of panel data with balance sheet information is the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), but these data arrive with a considerable lag. The PSID also has far fewer observations than the CCP, and can suffer biases due to non-response and sample attrition.
Of course, the CCP data have some limitations. For one, lenders provide only a few details about each mortgage, such as the outstanding balance and whether it is open-or closedended. Other information, including the occupancy status (owner-occupied or not) and the location of the property securing the mortgage, are generally not available. Occupancy status would help in identifying borrowers who have mortgages on investment properties. Instead, such borrowers must be inferred based on the number and size of the mortgages they have on record, as will be discussed in more detail later.
Another limitation of the CCP data is that there is very little information beyond standard credit record information on each individual. Thus there are very few demographic variables and no information on employment, income or assets. One of the few demographic variables available is year of birth, which I will use.
Framework for Decomposition Analysis
As described earlier, I use the CCP data to decompose changes in the aggregate stock of mortgage debt into inflows and outflows. Over a given window of time, inflows come from those who increase their mortgage debt, outflows come from those who decrease their mortgage debt, and the sum of inflows and outflows equals the change in outstanding debt during that window. More precisely, for any two-year period, I classify individuals into four mutually exclusive groups -two inflow groups and two outflow groups.
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On the inflow side are:
• Entrants -This group is composed of people who went from a zero to positive mortgage balance over a two-year period. It not only includes first-time homebuyers, but also includes those who may have had a mortgage sometime in the past or own a house free and clear and decide to take out some equity.
• Increasers -This group includes those who increased their total mortgage balance over the two-year period, for instance by extracting equity or by taking on another mortgage to buy another property.
On the outflows side are:
• Exiters -This group is comprised of those who went from a positive to zero total mortgage balance, for example by paying off their mortgages or by having them canceled after a default.
• Decreasers -These are individuals who decreased their total mortgage balance over the two year period, but did not completely erase such debt. This group includes those who do nothing but simply pay down their mortgages through scheduled payments.
In addition to these broad groupings of the data, I will also examine how flows from certain subgroups, such as "investors" and "distressed" borrowers, have changed.
Results

Main results
Exhibit 3 
Entry and first-time homebuying
As noted earlier in section 3, entry as I have defined it can occur for a variety of reasons.
First-time homebuyers, though, probably play a prominent role. In this section I focus more closely on first-time homebuying activity because of its importance as a source of incremental demand for owner-occupied housing.
Exhibit 5 shows the propensity of an individual to enter, or the likelihood that someone without a mortgage at the beginning of a two-year period gets one by the end of the period. To help focus on potential first-time homebuyers, I restrict the sample to those who have never had a mortgage. I also focus on a narrow cohort of relatively young people (29-34 years old at the beginning of a given two-year period) to help ensure that I study outcomes for similar people over time. Nevertheless, the propensity to enter was quite weak over the next two years.
The next four rows show propensities by credit score group, where borrowers' credit scores are measured at the beginning of the period.
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The highest score group (740+) exhibited a decline in the propensity to enter of 22 percent relative to the beginning of the decade, compared to a striking 77 percent decline for the lowest score group (<620). Even those with above-average scores of 680-739 posted a considerably sharper decline of 36 percent relative to the highest score group. On the one hand, the steep relationship between scores and declines in first-time homebuying is consistent with credit conditions having tightened substantially. On the other hand, the recession and continued weakness in labor markets may have hit lower score individuals harder and may therefore provide at least some explanation for their disproportionate decline.
The last two columns show that a large share of potential young entrants -both now and in the past -have scores below 680, and thus first-time homebuying reflects, to some extent, the housing demand and credit supply conditions for these lower score groups.
As noted earlier, the CCP data lack information on individual income and employment experiences, but they do provide individuals' county of residence. Exhibit 6 presents declines in One might suspect that credit should be more widely available because the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) is generally willing to insure loans to borrowers with lower scores and other riskier characteristics such as relatively high debt-to-income ratios. While the FHA-insured share of home purchase mortgage originations has risen tremendously in recent 7 Credit scores for each individual are based on the Equifax 3.0 model, which is similar conceptually and numerically to the FICO score. The Equifax score ranges from 280 to 850, with higher scores associated with a lower expected likelihood of default. See https://help.equifax.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/244/noIntercept/1 for more information. years, the total volume of home purchase originations nevertheless has languished (Avery et al 2010) . Moreover, the average score among FHA borrowers has risen considerably, and anecdotal evidence suggests that lenders, for various reasons, have been reluctant to lend to riskier borrowers even under the FHA program. 
Inflows from borrowers who increase their balances
As shown earlier in exhibit 3, dollar inflows from balance increasers surged during the housing boom, but have since retrenched. Borrowers can increase their balance in numerous ways, including extracting equity when refinancing, taking on a larger mortgage to buy a more expensive home, or taking on an additional mortgage to buy a vacation home or investment property.
In exhibit 7, I divide increasers into two groups: "investors" and "non-investors."
Investors are defined as those who appear to have multiple properties secured by mortgages. As noted earlier, whether a borrower with multiple mortgages has multiple properties or just one property securing those mortgages is not explicitly observed in the data. Instead I infer investor status using information on the number, type and outstanding balance of mortgages on record. substantially. Non-investor-increaser inflows largely reflect borrowers either taking on additional debt to finance the purchase of a more expensive home, or extracting home equity through a refinance or a junior lien loan or line of credit. Refinance activity in general has been quite weak of late, and cash-out refinancings have likely been rare due to lenders' risk aversion and many borrowers not having enough home equity to increase their mortgage debt even if they would like to do so.
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A more detailed examination of equity extraction and what people do with the money they extract is beyond the scope of this paper. One basic finding not shown, however, is that non-investor increasers' total debt (that is, mortgage debt plus other consumer debt) rose roughly dollar-for-dollar with mortgage debt every period, implying that, in aggregate, equity extracted is not used to pay down other debt that might be more expensive. This finding is consistent with recent research by Cooper (2010) and , but somewhat inconsistent with survey evidence presented by Canner et al. (2002) . As Cooper notes, the survey evidence may capture one-time pay offs of other debt using home equity that gets built back up fairly quickly.
Outflows from borrowers who exit
As shown earlier, outflows have expanded since the peak of the mortgage market (although not nearly to the extent that inflows have shrunk). One of the key questions addressed in this section and the next is how financial distress relates to the expansion of outflows. When a household experiences an income or wealth shock, it may need to reduce its housing consumption either by selling or defaulting, depending on its equity position. Thus one potential 10 The number of borrowers exceeds the number of families or households who are investors because of the presence of joint accounts among family members.
11 Haughwaut et al (2011) study investor activity during the boom more closely using these and other data. any type of account, including a mortgage, and "recent" means a 90-day occurrence anytime during the current or previous two-year period. A 90-day delinquency of some kind suggests that a borrower is having serious problems meeting his financial obligations, which should increase the probability of exit either through sale or default because of a need to reduce housing consumption. 13 Of course, this distress measure also captures those who default on their mortgage simply because the value of the house is less than the value of the mortgage (so-called ruthless defaults). 
Outflows from borrowers who decrease their balances
Exhibit 12 shows dollar outflows from balance decreasers -those who maintain or reduce, but do not erase, their balances over a given two-year period. Decreasers are divided into the same three subgroups as for exiters. Exhibit 12 indicates that the widening in these outflows over the last three periods can be traced largely to distressed investors. Additional investigation suggests that a large proportion of these outflows stem from borrowers reverting from investor to non-investor status, to some extent by defaulting on one of their two mortgages.
Almost one third of these distressed investors in each of the last two periods had at least one recent foreclosure filing (not shown). In terms of the expansion of total outflows (that is outflows from both decreasers and exiters), distressed investors account for a little over 40 percent. shows that the decreaser share of borrowers has been rising, and it is likely that marginal or new decreasers are more liquidity constrained and do little more than make minimum required payments (after all, they were either entrants or increasers in previous periods). Nonetheless, if many borrowers were aggressively paying down their mortgages, one would expect aggregate dollar outflows from not-distressed borrowers to have expanded sharply, but they have not. 
Conclusions
In this paper, I take advantage of a panel of individual credit records to better understand why mortgage debt has declined in recent years. I decompose changes in aggregate mortgage debt into inflows and outflows and find that the recent drop in outstanding debt has more to do with shrinking inflows than with expanding outflows, including mortgage defaults. Thus the substantial amount of "deleveraging" seen in the aggregate data reflects, to a large degree, a sharp decline in debt accumulation. 
